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Feel like dancing the night away? Get on your boogie shoes, a hip little dress, and this fun fringed number featuring disco ball-like accent
beads, and you're ready to go. While you're at it, make yourself a mathing pair of Disco Earrings.

What You'll Need

Nunn Design Silver Plated Textured Cable Chain 4mm By The Ft
SKU: CHA-9804
Project uses 2 feet

Silver Plated Brushed Satin Tube Beads 24-27mm (10)
SKU: BMB-6686
Project uses 11 pieces

Czech Fire Polish Glass Beads 3mm Round Matte Jet Black (50)
SKU: BCP-3394
Project uses 49 pieces

Silver Plated Stardust Sparkle Round Beads 8mm (25)
SKU: BMB-1808
Project uses 12 pieces

Silver Plated Stardust Sparkle Crimp Bead Covers 4mm (144)
SKU: FCR-1070
Project uses 22 pieces

Beadalon Silver Plated Crimp Beads 1.3mm (95 Beads)
SKU: FCR-1210
Project uses 22 pieces

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (x100)
SKU: FJR-5150
Project uses 11 pieces

Silver Plated Closed Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (50)
SKU: FJR-4005
Project uses 11 pieces

Silver Plated Head Pins 2 Inches/21 Gauge (X50)
SKU: FHP-5325
Project uses 1 piece

Beadalon Wire Satin Silver 19 Strand .018 Inch / 30Ft
SKU: XCR-69833
Project uses 6 feet

Instructions:
1. Begin by cutting a piece of chain about nineteen and a half inches long, beginning and ending with the the larger links. Set this

aside.

2. Cut eleven pieces of the satin silver wire at roughly four inches long each.

3. Thread a crimp bead on to each piece of wire about an eighth of an inch from the end and crimp down.

4. Thread the following beads on to the pieces of wire, and when you get to the end of each piece add a crimp, thread the end of the
wire through a closed jump ring, back through the crimp bead and crimp down: 

Thread one wire with:
a small fire polish bead
an 8mm sparkle bead
six more fire polish beads
a tube bead.

Thread two wires with:
a small fire polish
an 8mm sparkle bead
five more fire polish beads
a tube bead.

Thread two wires with:
a small fire polish
an 8mm sparkle bead
four more fire polish beads
a tube bead.

Thread two wires with:
a small fire polish
an 8mm sparkle bead
three more fire polish beads
and a tube bead.

Thread two wires with:
a small fire polish
an 8mm sparkle bead
two more fire polish beads
a tube bead.

Thread two wires with:
a small fire polish
an 8mm sparkle bead
one more fire polish beads
a tube bead

5. After you have completed all of the beaded wire dangles place a sparkle crimp bead cover over each of the crimps, gently close, and
trim off excess wire.

6. Add an open jump ring to each of the closed jump rings at the end of each dangle.

7. Add the longest dangle to the center link of your chain and work outward from there, adding the shorter dangles as you go. Add the
dangles to the large links of the chain only and make sure you add them to the same side of the chain so that they hang properly.

8. Thread the following on to a headpin: a fire polish bead, an 8mm sparkle bead, and another fire polish bead. Create a simple loop
when you get to the end and trim off excess wire.

9. Add that headpin to the last link at one end of the chain.

10. Add the lobster clasp to the other end of the chain by opening the last link the way you would open a jump ring, threading through
the loop on the lobster clasp, and closing again.
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